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Mauser Military Luger Magazines

Quick reference

COPYRIGHT N R. HALLOCK

1. The number one (1) in the magazine description code (1-MM-O37) always describes a
tin-plated or nickgl-rolled tin magazine body, with a solid aluminum base. The
acceptance marks are found on the magazine base. Normally there are no marks on the
magazine.boOy.

2. The number nryo (2) in the magazine description code (2-MM-DE6) always describes a
blue rolled tin magazine body, with a solid aluminum base. The acceptance marks are
found on the magazine base. Normally there will be no marks on the magazine body.

3. The number three (3) in the magazine description code (3-MM-122) always describes
a b,l-uq extruded type magazine body with the 122 code and stick eaglc-37 acceptarlce
marks on the magazine body. Occasionally, a stick eagle-37 will be Ibund on ilre
magazine base, see page 6. This magazine will have a "concave pinned aluminum
base" (CCPA).

4. The number four (a) in the magazine description code (4-MM-fxo) always describes a
blue extruded type body with an lxo code, stick eagle-37 acceptance rnarks and an
upside d.ow! P 08 mark. This magazine will also have the concave pinned alurninum
base (CCPA). 'i

5. The number five (5) in the magazine description code (S-MM-fxo) always describes a
blue extruded type magazine body with an fxo code, stick eagle-37 acceptance marks
and a riglttside up P 08 mark. This magazine will also have a concave pinned
aluminum base (CCPA).

6. The number six (6) in the magazine description code always describes a blue extruded
type magazine body with an fxo codc, stick eagle-37 acceptance marks and a rightside
up P 08 mark. This magazine will have a concave pinned black plastic magazine base.

MM : Mauser Military
P : Police magazine with Police identification such as numbers 1, 2 or 3.
N = Reichsmarine or Kriegsmarine Luger magazines with an "N" properfy number.

Navy Lugers with "O" property numbers did not have the properfy number on the magazine
base.



nce Marks Magazine Conptruction Des

K-Date Magazines

Code
Accepta

A. O-37 acceptanc , W So[d aluminum base, rolled tin body 1-MM-O3?
' ' N;;ry ffiil.ti.." I ano 3350 with a few scattered until about number 3700

B. B-90 acceptance ffi Solid aluminum base, ro[ed tin body 1-MM-890

Normally iouno atffiu number 3350 until the end of K-Date production.

C. O-37 Kriegsmar n S/ Solid aluminum base, rolled tin body. 1-MM-O37-N

Kriegsmarine (KNe lugers are found in the 1900 to 2450 range with o-37 magazine

acceptance marks.

G-Date Magazines

A. B-90 acceptance E Sohd aluminum base, rolled tin body 1-MM-890

B-90 accepted G-date Luger magazines can only,be found in the early - a - block'

B. Drooped Eagle f S+: ffi
7s+

Solid aluminum base, rolled tin body I-MM-DE1

DE1 : Drooped Eagle 154. Drooped eagle 154 can be found in the - a - through - c -

blocks.
zn$'

C. Drooped Eagle zLL;'b'i/ Solid aluminum base, rolled tin body l-Mlvl-DE2

DE2 : Drooped Eagle 211. Drooped eagle 211 accepted magazines could be found only in

the -d-block.

Kriegsmarine "N" property number magazines will be found in the - d - and - e -

blocks. No propetfy 
"*U.rs 

on "O" I(iiegsmarine magazines' l-MM-DE2-N

/f[t. 
1-MM-DE6-N

D. Drooped Eagle dl:63 Solid aluminum base, rolled tin body. 1-MM-DE6

DE6 : Drooped Eagte 63. Drooped Eagle 63 magazine acceptance marks are

Scattered throughout the G-date production'
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Police magazines are found in the late - e - and early - f - production blocks.
The magazines did not come from Mauser with the G-Date pistol. Instead, they came

directly from C.G. I-Iaenel and will be the C.G. Haenel spine marked nickel-plated
magazines with a scriptic "FI" on the base. These police magazines will have numbers I & 2

and no Military "+" or drooped eagle 63 acceptance marks. 1A-CGH-Po1

1936-/5 142 Masazines

A. Drooped Eagle alffi\, Solid aluminum base, rolled tin body 1-MM-DE6
63

DE6 = Drooped eagle 63. Drooped eagle 63 acceptance marks are found on all 1936-

S/42 magazines. These magazines will be found between the - f - and - p - blocks.
Note: During the - m - block of 1936 the nickel body magazines were discontinued in
favor of the rolled tin blue magazine bodies. This transition fiom tin colored magazine
bodies to blue bodies extended well into the 1937-5/42 production. 2-MM-DE6

Police magazines will be found in the - g - production block. However, all Police
magazines will be the C.G. Haenel spine marked nickel-plated magazine. Once again,
these magazines did not come from Mauser; they came directly fiom C.G. Haenel
Company and were the same type magazines that were used with the C-Police pistols.

1A-CGH-Po1

Kriegsmarine magazines will be found mostly in the - l - block with a few in the - m -
block.. As a matter of interest 1936-5142 KM Lugers number 9708m and 971lm both
have all blue small parts. Apparently these did not go to the Navy until the blue guns

of 1937. The finish is exactly the same as the blue 1937-5142 Lugers.
2-MM.DE6.N

.' 1937-5142Magazines

A. Drooped Eagle 63 Solid aluminum base, rolled tin body. 1-MM-DE6

These are left over tin colored magazine bodies that were utilized in the 1937
production. They will be found scattered within the early 1937 production. The first
1937-5142 Lugers are recorded in the - p - tilock and continue to the following - b -
block

B. Drooped Eagle *, m SoHd aluminum base, blue rolled tin body. 2-MM-DE6

Note: The number two (2) in 2-MM-DE6 indicates the change to blue bodies. These
drooped eagle 63 magazines will be found until the - r - block. After the - r - block, it
certainly would not be un-common to find a few drooped eagle 63 magazines scattered
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within the next couple suffx ranges. Keep in mind; the - r - block was the transition

from the drooped 63 to the new stick eagle 63.

No production range for Police Lugers in the 1937 production. Although they can be

found with sear sif.ti.r, they were pistols scrounged by the Police and modified by

installing a sear safety. I trave a very interesting 1937'5142 Police Luger in my

collection. fne pistol has a sear safety and Kriegsmarine "O" property numbers.

C. Stick Eagle 63: Solid aluminum base, rolled tin blue body. 2-MM-SE6

SE6 : Stick Eagle 63 acceptance marks. These magazines first appeared in the - r -
block of the 1937 Production.

:s will be found in the - s - block' TheyKriegsmarine "N" property number magazint

will have property numbers on the magazine base and can be described as a
2-I\ff\4-SE6-N

1938-5/42 Mtgazines

A. Stick Eagle O:: HF Solid aluminum base, rolled tin blue body 2-N1I\4-SE6

b3
SE6 = Stick Eagle 63 acceptance marks. These magazines are found throughout the

1938 production, which covers the - ns - through the - n - block.

During the 1938-5/42 production, the colleitor should check the magazine acceptance

with a little more determination. This is the period in Lugeq magazine markings that

ttre Stick Eagle 83 inspector appeared. This inspector can be found until the early - n -

and - o - blocks of the Lg39-5142 production. I have even recorded one in the - r -
block. of the 1939'5142 production.

B. Stick Eagle 83: HF Sold aluminum base, rolled tin blue body. 2-MM-SE8

83
SE8 : Stick Eagle 83 acceptance mark. These magazines are normally found between

the - c - block and the - o - block of the early 1939-3/42 pistols.

No serial number and suffix range for 193&3/42 Police Lugers. Once again those

Lugers found with a sear safety installed, were most likely, randomly liberated from

tfre nrmy by the Police. scrounged by the Police may be a better aescrinjffi-SE6-p

MaYbe 2-MM-SE8-P

1938-3/42 Kriegsmarine "N" properfy number Lugers are found in the - s -, - 0 -,

- f - - e -: - i -, -l -, -ffi - and-n -blocks 2-lv[N4-SE6N.rE,r.r-r---4
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A. Stick Eagle 63: #
6z

1939-S/42 Magazines

Solid aluminum base, rolled tin blue body. 2-MM-SE6

SE6 : Stick Eagle 63 acceptance marks. These magazines are found in the - n -
through - r - block,. The only block with pure 1939-5142 Lugers was the - o - block.
The1938transitionedintothe-n-blockandthe1939-42sharedthe-p-,-q-and-r-
blocks. These will all have the small or normal size Stick Eagle 63 acceptance marks.

1939-5142 Police Lugers are found in the - n - block. All magazines came from Mauser
and will be the standard Military magazine. The Police added the 1 and 2 to most of
these magazines, but not all of them. 2-MM-SE6-P

possible; 2-MM-SE8-P

L939-42 Magazines

A. Stick Eagle 63 Medium,fSoHd aluminum base, rolled tin blue body. 2-MM-SE6M
6s

SE6M: Stick Eagle 63 acceptance marks but they are slightly bigger than the 1939-
S/42 Stick Eagle 63. The medium size stick eagle 63 magazine acceptance mark is
only common to the 1939142 production.

B. Stick Eagle 63 Large: if Solid aluminum base, blue rolled tin body. 2-MM-SE6Lv67
SE6L : Stick eagle 63 acceptance marks that are now larger than all of the others.
These large stick eagle 63 acceptance marks are only cofirmon to the 1939-42
production. Keep in mind; the suffix range for the 193942 production coincides with
the suffix range for the 1937-5142. Consequently, if you should find a 193'l-5142 Luger
with one ortwo matchingmagazines inthe - r - ttrough-w - blockwith alarge stick
eagle 63 acceptance mark, think about it for a minute. By no sketch of the imagination
can a medium or large stick eagle 63 magazine acceptance mark be common to a 1937-
S/42 Luger.

s

C. Stick Eagle 655: 7F
lts Solid aluminum base, blue rolled tin body. 2-MM-SE5
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sE5 = stick Eagle 655 acceptance marks.These wil only be found in the L939'42

Luger after trr. iui. - * - block and tluough ttre - z - block.

The transition from the large Stick Eagte 63 to. ttre.normal size Stick Eagle 655 was

during tn. f"i. - w - Utoct-otttt Lg3i-4zproduction.

I Most Kriegsmarine magazines will be found in the - y - block ' }-MM-SEs-N

' 1940'42 Magazines
' 

: 
.r tn t^ i

There wi[ be three magazines corrmon to the rg4o-4zproduction.T]. solid aluminum base

magazine witt uo.-ioirJo tio blue body and 655 urr.ni*re marks will be used in conjunction

with the 3_MM-rz and 3-MM -drt;^gaa,ine*ti trt. - d - brock. Flowever, the 2-MM-

SE5 magazines may be found *itrtftiffiarine Lugers beyg$ P:: d - block' The new

,,extruded" type magazine will appear in-the utry t*iy : nI lg4}-4zproduction and remain

until the end of the lg4;-42prooo.ilon in the - n - blbck. These magazines will have al22

code for the C.G. Haenel comp*i *o u tti.k eagle-3? acceptanct *11< on.P* *19^T:n'

body. rne t-rvnvriiiE *us*in9i*itt t ur. un udditionar stick eagle-3? on the magazme

base. This additional stick eagle-3? will be found "top center"-or "center right". Sometimes

the ,,center right side,, stick eagle-37 will cause ttre seriat number to be l0cated out of center,

either above or below the centerline in order to accommodate the SE-37. These magazines

with the ',top center,' sE-3? wilt be found from the - ns - through the - e - block' The

Magazines with the "center right" sE-37 is most cornmon to the - a - block'

A. Stick Eagle 655: ffi Sotd aluminum base, blue rolled tin body

SE5 : Stick Eagle 655 acceptance marks. These wilt be found in the 1940'42

production until about the - d - block for the Army guns' The Kriegsmarine used this

magazine beyond the - d - block. There is a goup- 91z-tumu-sEs 
(655) magazines

recorded in the - L - block. I suspect these il.r. i<ri.gtn utine magazines rvithout the

property number. Remember, thi Navy stopped.the practice of putting property

numbers on the piriof and magazine during ih. lutt 1940's' Consequently' the

destination of this - L - block 6s5 marted magazines will remain a mystery'

2.MM.SE5

3-Ii0vl-122
8.722 code SE-3?:

t?7
=rr3-l

CCPA base extruded blue bodY'

CCPA = Concave pinned aluminum base with the.new "zig'zagrylng and extruded

rype body. These #;-i";s will have a 122 code indicating the C'G' Haenel Company

and a Stick Eagte 3? Military acceptance mark, they will be found from the - ns -

throughthe-n-block.
t2L

C. lzzcode SE-32 Uase:=lf- CCPA base extruded blue body'

37.

3-MM-122E
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CCPA: Concave pirured aluminum base with the new "zig-zag" spring. These
magazines are exactly the snme as the 3-1V11\4-122 except they will have an additional
Stick Eagle 37 on the magazine base. This SE-37 will be located "top center" or
"center right". The "top center" SE-37 base will be found until about the - e - block.
The "Center right" SE-37 is most common to the - a - block. Please indicate the
location of the SE-37 when reporting magazine data.

Example: SE-37 on the base, located "top center".
SE-37 on the base, located "center right".

3-MM.122ET:
3-MM-1228C:

NOTE: During the following - n - block, three Lugers were produced. The 1940-42
until about the 2500 range followed by the 4l-42 and finally the 41-byf. A very few
41-byf Lugers are reported in the - n - block.

No serial number range for Police Lugers in the 1940-42 production. Any 1940
Military pistol with a sear safety was begged, borrowed or stolen by the Police.

The Kriegsmarine magazines will be found in the - ns - through - k - blocks with one
reported in the - n - block. HMMMMM!!! Way out of sequence, and after property
numbers were eliminated, I suppose it's possible. 2-MM-SE6-N

or 3-MM-122-N

The Stick Eagle 655 will separate the 1940 Kriegsmarine from the other dated
Kriegsmarine Luger magazines. Drooped eagles and stick eagles as related in size of
the acceptance marks and color and construction of the magazine body will identify the
production year of any Luger. I

tl,- 4l-42Magazines

A. tzzcode SE-32, H
37

CCPA base extruded blue body 3-MM-r22

CCPA: Concave pinned aluminum base with rhe 122 code and SE-37 acceptance
marks. This 1Z2-code magazine is the only magazine common to the 41-42 Lugers in
the - n - and - o - blocks. This period in time might have been too early for any "fxo"
magazine. The 4-MM-fxo magazines may hav.e appeared at the very end of the - o -
block. Therefore if serial number 9875o was a 4l-42 Luger, it could have left the WaA
with an early fxo magazine. I have never heard of, or observed this configuration.

Some 4l-42 pistols were assembled somewhat later in the - q - and - r - blocks, these
late 4l-42 pistols could have been issued with a 4-MM-fxo or a s-MM-lrxo magazine.
Even black plastic grips might have been possible in the late - r - block.

7



41-byf Magazines
)2L

A. 122 code SE-37: CCPA base extruded blue 122-code body 3-MM-122

CCPA : Concave pinned aluminum base with a 122 code and SE-37 acceptance
Marks. These 722 code magazines Ere cofirmon to the 41-byf in the - n - and - o -
blocks. The 4-MM-fxo magazine did not appear until the very end of the - o - block or
early-p-block.Obviouslythisfxomagazinecannotworkwiththe-n-or-o-block
41-42 or 4l-byf pistol. I suppose the 4-MM-fxo would be possible in the very late - o -
block but, it seems doubtful to me.. These 4-MM-fxo magazines actually had a rather
short life span, They ranged from the late - o - or early - p - block, through the -
q - and - r - blocks. After the - r - block of 1941, the 5-MM-fxo magazine rvith the
right side up P 08 mark was the most common.

The 122-code magazine will be found scattered into the next several thousand Lugers.

Fxo T)
B. fxo-SE37-P08-+F o CCPA base, extruded blue fxo code body 4-MM-fxoii os

CCPA: Concave pinned aluminum base with a fxo code, Stick Eagle 37 acceptance
marks and an upside down P08 mark. I believe the upside down P 08 mark is there to
identify a sub-contractor. These fxo magazines with the upside down P 08 mark

discussed, this magazine was only common to the - p l, - q- and - r - blocks of the 41-
byf production.

C. fxo-SE37-P08 {PS CCPA base, extruded blue fxo body. S-MM-fxo
6i \.

CCPA = Concave pinned aluminum base with a fxo code, Stick Eagle 37 acceptance
mark and rightside up P 08 mark. Once again I believe the rightside up P 08 mark
identifies the C.G. Flaenel Company as the maker and not made by a sub-contractor.
These magazines first appeared around the - r - block of the 41-byf production. These
magazines are only common to the 41 and 42-byf production after that suffix letter.

D. fxo-SE37-P08 #S ccPA base, extruded brue fxo body S-MM-NSS
fi ( J

This magaztne is exactly the same as the s-MM;fxo except it has a blank base with no
serial number or suffix letter. I believe Mauser stopped numberingg5% + of the CCPA
magazines after the - u - block. The S-MM-NSS aot tt e 6-MM-fxo were the common
magazines until the end of Luger production.

Police Lugers have WaA issue magazines and can be found in the - o - - p-and-t-

=F-37.

blocks. -o-block 3-MM--122-P

R
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- p - block
- t - block

{x s
a
a-E. fxo-SE37-P08 T CCBP base, extruded blue fxo body. 6-MM-fxo

4-MM-1xo-P
5-MM-fxof

o

CCpp = Concave pinned black plastic base magazines with a fxo code, Stick Eagle 37

acceptance mark and rightside up P 08 mark. These magazines were authorized near

June of 1941 and appeared around the - q - block of this production period. !-or your

Information, the black plastic gips appeared on the 41-byf Luger about the same

time. Note:'No black ptastic grips were issued prior to tltis date. Need I say more?

42-byf Magazines

A. fxo-SE37-P08.?f
{to m

{ CCBP- CCPA base, extuded blue fxo body 6-MM-flxo
5-MM-fxo
5-MM.NSS

Or
Or

The 42-byf magazines were mostly 6-MM-fxo magazines with the black plastic base.

There were a t'ew 5-lVlM-fxo numbered magazines with the 42-byf Lugers'

WaA USA has faked so many with two matching magazines that it's really difficult to

identifu an original. In my opinion an honest 42-byf "rig" would consist of a 42-byf

Luger with two S-MM-NSS magazines. My second choice would be a "blackwidolv"

so io spealc, with two 6-MM-fxo magazines. My last choice would be a "rig" with

mixed grips and magazine bases. For example black plastic grips and numbered

magaz.iirei. I b.li.ue that after the - u - block any combination was colrect. The only

exception being only a few of the magazines were numbered at the faotory.

Years ago, it lvas not un-common to see gobs of un-numbered fxo magazines at any

gun show. In retrospect, I should have bought as many as my pocket would allow' I'm

ionvinced the reason for all of these magazines is now very clear. For years they were

referred to as "gunsmith spares" and it certainly seemed logical at the time. After years

of recording magazine numbers, I'm absolutely convinced they were issued with late

al-byf and many 42-byf Lugers with no magazine number or suffix.

During twenty five years of recording magazine numbers for the magazine lists I have

only recorded the following beyond the - u - block of the 41-byf production

-x-
block
block

2 recorded
4 reiorded two are 122 code which generates a degree of
suspicion.
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- y - block

- z - block
- ns - block

2 recorded both have Police identification Re: a number 1 or

2,3 or 4.

None
Gobs. I believe this is because many fxo magazines were

reported as a serial number only and without the suffix. The computer thinks these are all "no

;;"ffo; *uf-ln.s. As the "nurds" say "Garbage in garbage out". Send accurate information.

Thanks for taking the time to record yor,r Luger magazines numbers. Just remember, some

collector may t aie a Luger in his "top dresser drawer" and he is looking for *re magazine

that you have stashed in-your "top drisser drawer". Send me your data, maybe we can match

up another lost magazine with the original Luger.

,,The good news" Last month we matched a G-date numbered Police holster, numbered tool

and oie matching magazine from one collector to the original C-Date Police Luger owned by

another collector.

"The bad newsft QUIZ TIME

Mauser only numbered a small percentage of Luger magazines after the

a. - w - block of the 41-byf prodttction'
b. - u - block of the 41-byf production.

c. - d - block of the 42-byf production.

d. - u - block of the 42-byf production.

1

2 All 1940-42 Kriegsmarine Luger magazines had "N" properfy numbers and most were

122 code magazines.
a. True.
b. False.

c. Why?

The First Mauser contract Military Luger was the K-date. The "K" being a secret code

for 1934. All "I(" date magazines will have which of the following acceptance marks.

e. B:90 until about 3500 and then O:37 to. the end of the K-Date production.

f. Drooped eagle 211 on the early magazinbs and B:90 on the late magazines.

g. O:37 until about number 3350 and B:90 until the end of K-date production'

L O37 until about 3350 and than stick eagle 63 until the end of production.

The drooped eagle 211 acceptance mark is only corrmon to the G-date Luger in the;

a. Only in the - c - block..
b. Only in the - d - block.

J
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c. Onty in the - a - block
d. only on',o" property number Kriegsmarine magazines.

The drooped eagle 63- inspector can be found on which Mauser production magazines

a. Gdate, tgll'StqZ and the 1937-5142

b. K-date, G-date, 1937-5142 and early 1938 magazines'

c. 1936-5142 and 1937-Si42 magazines.

d. None of the above.

7. Which of these acceptance marks can only be found on G-date magazines.

a. Drooped eagle 154 and drooped eagle 211'

b. Drooped eagle 63, drooped eagle 154 and drooped eagle 211.

c. Drooped eagle 211 and stick eagle 63.

d. Both a and u are correct if you drop the drooped eagle 63 in b.

g. What Luger magazine has a drooped eagle 63 for the entire Luger production date?

a. 1938-3/42
b. L93',1-5142

;. rgts-ijqz
d. tg36-st42

9. The rolled tin Luger magazine body changed from tin in color to blue during the;

a.' - m - block of the 1936-5142 production.

b. - m - block of the 1937'5142 production.

c. - p - block of the 1938-3/42 production.

d. - a - block of the K-date production.

10.When did the stick eagle 37 acceptance mark first appear?

a. Near the - o - block of the L937 production.

b. Near the - r - block of the 1937 production.

c. Near the'z 'block of the 1937 production.

d. None are correct.

l1.How many Luger magazines with ttre tin colored body have a stick eagle 37

acceptance mark.?
a. None.
b. onty those made by the cottage industry known as waA usA.
c. Less than zeto.
d. All are correct.

12,The fust medium size and large size stick eagle 63 magazines appeared in the;

a. 1939-3142production
b. 1938-3/42 production

ll
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c. 1940-42 production
d. 1939-42production.

l3.My 1940-42 Luger has black plastic grrps and two matching fxo magazines.
a. clean your hat!!
b. Gun ii absolutely correct
c. Gun should have the early fxo magazines with the upside down P 08 mark.
d. If the gun would have had 122 code magazines, it's correct.

14.I have a42-byf serial number 39009 with tvso matching s-MM-fKo magazines, is this
correct for the period?

a. The - g - block contains more "lost" magazines than any other block, it might be
correct.

b. Mauser numbered only a small percentage of magazines after the - u - block of
the 4l-byf production.

c. A large percentage of the magazines in this time frame had black plastic bases.

d. All are correct.

15.The correct magazine for a 1939-5142 can be identified by the color of the magazine
body(blue),asmallstickeagle63acceptancemarkandasuffixletterofn,o,p,qor
r.

a. Not true
b.' That's most likely correct.
c. Why?

l6.Which suffix range of the 1939-5142 production was totally occupied by the 1939-5142
Production? '

a. -o-block.
b. -r- block
c. -n-block..
d. -p-block..

lT.When did the 122 code magazines frrst appear?
a. End of the 1939-42 production.
b. - n - block of the 41-byf production.
c. - d - block of the 1940-42 production. .

d. No suffix block at the start of the 1940-42 production.

l8.When did the 4-MM-fxo magazine appear with the upside down P 08 mark?
a. Very end of the - o - block or very early -, p - block of the 41-byf production.
b. End of the - r - block of the 42-byf production.
c. During the - e - block of the 1940-42 production.
d. Never was such a magazine.
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l9.When did the s-MM-fxo magazines flrst appear?

a. Near the - r - block of the 41-byf production
b. Near the - n - block of the 4l-byf production.
c. Near the no suffix block of the 42-byf production.
d. During the - w - block transition in 1939.

20.What was the - w - block magazine transition of 1939?

a. Normal size stick eagle 655 changed to the large stick eagle 63.

b. Medium size stick eagle 63 changed to the large size stick eagle 63

c. Small stick eagle 63 changed to the medium size stick eagle 63

d. Large stick eagle changed to the normal size stick eagle 655

This portion of the quiz is "NOT OPEN BOOK" Just for the fun of it lets determine how
"GUNSHOW" wise we really are. Review the Lugers and magazines below and check the
ones you would buy at a GLINSHOW or even from a FRIEND.

21. .K-Date, serial number 451, fwo real nice 1-MM-890 matching magazines.
22. K-Date, serial number 3395, B-90 O-37 acceptance, two 1-MM-890 matching
magazines.
23. _K-Date, serial number 9975, two matching 1-MM-O37 matching magazines.
Z+. f-Oate serial number 345a,8-90 S-91 acceptance marks and nvo *utfrin[ 1-MM-890
magazines.
zl._G-Date serial number 2275a with two type l-MM-DEl (154) matching magazines.
26._G- Date serial number 5633d with tr,vo type I-MM-DEl (154) matching magazines.
27. _G-Date serial number 8987a with two type 1-MM-DEl (154) matching magazines.
28_G-Date serial number 3992dwith two type l-MM-DE2 (21'1) matching magazines.
29. _G-Date serial number 6776b with two type 1-MM-DE6 (63) matching magazines.
30. _ 1936-5142 serial number 5567k with nvo type 2-MM-DE6 (63) matching
magazines.
3l_1936-5142 serial number 6743n with nyo type 1-MM-DE6 (63) matching magazines.
32. _1936-5142 serial number 8976p with two 2-MM-SE6 (63) matching magazines.
33. _ 1936-5142 serial number 8943m with nvo type 2-MM-DE6 matching magazines.
34. 1937-5142 serial number 432b with two type 2-MM-DE6 (63) matching
magazines.
35. _ 1937-5142 serial number 8765r with nvo type 2-MM-SE6 (63) matching magazines.
36-1937-Sl4? serial number 6666u with two type 2-MM-SE6L (63) matching
magazines.
37. 

- 
1938-5/42 serial number 6789awith two type 2-MM-SE6 (63) matching

magaz ines.

38. _ 1938-S/42 serial number 6754n with two type 2-MM-SE5 (655) matching
magazines
39. _ 1938-5/42 serial number 2121i with two type 2-MM-SE8 (83) matching magazines.
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40 ' I 939-5142 serial number 6798n with two type 2-MM-SE6 (63) matching magazines.

41. _ 1939-5142 serial number 2323r wittr trvo type 2-MM-SE5 (655) matching
magazines.
42. 

-Ig3g4zserial 

number 7234vwith trvo type 2-MM-SE5 (655) matching magazines.

43, _L939-42 serial number 7890v with nvo ffpe 2-MM-SE6L (63) matching magazines.

44. _1939-42 serial number 6543x with two type 2-MM-SE5 (655) matching magazines.

45: _ 1,939-42 serial number 99992 wittr two type 3-MM-122 (122-37) matching
megxrnes.
46- _ 194042 serial number 7654mwith two matching 2-MM-SE5 (655) matching

ry"'-fttes. ,

fi:-$4042 serial number 6789 with trvo type 3-MM -122 (122-37) matching
megzr-ines
48. _ 194042 serial number 7878n with trvo type 4-MM-fto (fxo P08) matching
magazines.
49. _41-42 serial number 3400n with two type 3-MM-122 (122-37) matching magazines.

50. _ 4l-42 serial number 5600o with two type 3-MM"l22 (1,22-37) matching magazines,

51. 41-42 serial number 6789n with tr,vo qrpe 4-MM-fxo (fxo-P08) matching
magazines.
52. _41-byf serial number 8765n with two type s-MM-fxo (fxo-P08) matching
magazines.
53. _ 41-byf serial number 8765n with nvo rype 3-MM-122 (122-37) matching
magazines.
54. 

-41-byf 

serial number 4590p with trvo type 4-MM-fxo (fxo-P08) matching
magazines.
55._ 41-byf serial number S4}Izwith two type s-MM-fxo (fxo-P08) matching
magazines.
56._ 41-byf serial number'1878xwith trvo type 5-MM-NSS (nd suffix, no serial number)
magazines.
57. 42-byf serial number 6576b with nvo rype S-MM-NSS (no suffix, no serial number)
magazines.
58. _ a2-byf serial number 6776c with nvo type 6-mm-fxo (fto-P08) magazines and
wood grips.

59._ 42-byf serial number 39009 wittr nvo fype s-MM-fxo (fxo-PO8) matching
magazines.
60_ 43-byf serial number 6767o with two type 1-MM-890 matching magazines.

When you send in your magazine descriptions and numbers and if you want the answers to
this quiz which includes my comments, include a self addressed envelope.

Don Hallock - P.O. Box 370 - Hobart, WA 98025 Telephone (425) 432-6665
Fax (a25) 432-6660 or E-mail eagle@micro-options.com
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